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ALSO RANS—THE INJUSTICE OF HISTORY  
 

A WEEK ON ONE’S OWN 

Ann Spokes Symonds is a member of 

Writers in Oxford, a former Lord 

Mayor of Oxford, and at the age of 89 

has decided to put matters right. After 

much painstaking research, she has 

established that the wrong people 

often won credit for the great 

inventions and discoveries of our 

time.  

In her new book, Also-Rans: The 

Injustice of History , Ann tells us who  

was really responsible. 

→  Cont’d page 2       

Denise Cullington had the inspired idea to organise a 

week away in Brantwood, on the shores of Coniston 

Water, in a lodge designed and owned by John Ruskin 

for a few Writers in Oxford.  Those lucky enough to 

sign up for it, rocked up at Brantwood in Cumbria on 

November 27th. We were in a Notspot, so no email, 

no mobile, no news, no telephone, no unwanted 

interruptions, and no guilt about the washing piling 

up or other domestic distractions so useful if you 

want to procrastinate. Each of us had a room facing 

the water and the Cumbrian hills beyond. Coming 

from the flatlands of Oxford, they looked like 

mountains, to me. From the lodge we could walk 

through a lovely stepped garden down to a jetty 

where a small motor ferry would take you for a trip 

around England’s longest stretch of uninterrupted 

water, or to Coniston town. 

→ Cont’d page 2 

By Angela Burdick 
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A WEEK ON ONE’S OWN ... cont’d PAGE 1 

 

I hung out in one of the top rooms with a turret for 

a romantic view, a large comfortable bed, a desk 

and big windows allowing the light off the water to 

sing, or dark clouds over hills to enchant.  You 

might think that all you would do was walk, read, 

reflect and relax, and indeed there was time for all 

of this, but that precious week away was not to be 

wasted by any of us and each day heads were 

down at our desks. 

An adjacent café provided any lunches we didn’t 

wish to prepare for ourselves, and a couple of five 

star dinners were delivered to us along with freshly 

baked croissant and bread for breakfast.  We all 

only needed to cook one evening meal each during 

the whole week, leaving time and privacy to write.  

In the evenings we enjoyed the companionship of 

dinner together, and afterwards, in front of a log 

fire, with a view of the water, we read out some of 

our work. 

There are people who even in the twenty-first 

century, have these facilities available most of 

their lives – creative chaps in big houses with a 

large chunk of change in the bank, but that would 

not describe any of us.  All of us at home, have a 

room of our own, and in his style, in Ruskin’s old 

lodge we had a taste of what we needed most, a 

week of our own. 

Another trip to Brantwood is planned for a week 

from 15th February next year – anyone interested 

going please contact  

Denise.cullington@btinternet.com for details. 

 

Photo  (above) - The Eyrie at Brantwood 

NOT THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE  

The WIO’s Not The Man Booker event, held the evening 

before the actual prize is announced, is fast becoming my 

favourite event of the year (writes Cherry Mosteshar 

The passion that is created when we gather to talk books is 

so invigorating.  

This year we were in the stunning Varsity Club, a new ven-

ue. A panel of lucky WIO members each get one of the 

short-listed books to read and present. Those of the audi-

ence that have read the book debate the merits and we 

vote on the book we think will win. 

Last year I presented The Luminaries by Eleanor Catton and 

pronounced it unworthy and unlikely to win. This year I had 

the very great please of presenting The Lives of Others by 

Neel Mukherjee. This time I had a book both worthy and 

likely of winning. Alas, I was wrong again. After very inter-

esting debate, the vote for the book we would most like to 

see win went to The Narrow Road to the Deep North by 

Richard Flanagan – as did the crown the following evening. 

The really interesting part was seeing how opinion was di-

vided. Some of the books were not given the endorsement 

by the WIO judges that they received from the Man Booker 

judges, and members attending agreed with us not them.  

The prize of the evening goes to Robert Bullard who man-

aged to talk about We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves 

at length and with passion without giving away the twist. 

 

mailto:Denise.cullington@btinternet.com
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Are-All-Completely-Beside-Ourselves/dp/184668966X/ref=pd_cp_b_1
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Merryn Williams organised the Oxford launch of The 

Book of Love and Loss (Belgrave Press, £12.99, ed. R.V. 

Bailey and June Hall), an anthology of poems about 

bereavement. It includes around a dozen poets from 

the Oxford area, Stephen Wilson and Merryn being 

members of Writers in Oxford.   

“At times of loss and bereavement, it's well established 

those who are left reach for music and poetry - and the 

music of poetry. Unlike other collections The Book of 

Love and Loss draws only on contemporary voices…” 

the Belgrave Press wrote. 

Merryn adds: “A large number of people were moved 

to attend on 25th November at the Albion Beatnik 

bookshop, despite the heavy rain. There are some 

splendid poems in this book and some of the profits 

will go to Parkinson's research.” 

Here is Merryn’s poem which appeared in the 

anthology: 

THE TRAPPINGS AND THE SUITS OF WOE 

Wearing black now means nothing.  The Victorians 

did it for every fourth cousin.  But I think 

this sable suit appears - just one more outfit. 

(My mouth is sandpaper.  My eyes are ink). 

They've no idea.  If it could bring you back 

I'd walk round all my life in swathes of black. 

 

 

THE BOOK OF LOVE AND LOSS  ALSO RANS - CONT’D FROM PAGE 1 

Rather than Alexander Fleming, Ann hails Oxford’s Nor-

man Heatley as “the unsung hero of penicillin”.  

And every bit as important as Alan Turing, who broke the 

German Enigma codes in World War II, was Tommy 

Flowers, whose Colossus machine, a forerunner of the 

computer, did key decoding towards the end of the war, 

including ahead of D-Day.  

If you think Bayer invented aspirin in Germany, you’ve 

got it wrong. Actually, writes Ann, it was Edward Stone, 

an Oxford country vicar born in 1702, who discovered 

the active ingredient in willow bark.  

Dennis Hamley was in the Margaret Hubbard Room at St 

Anne’s College on December 2nd for the launch. He sent 

this report: 

 

‘History is full of those deserving the credit which others 

secure for themselves. I never knew that Hoovers were 

really Spanglers. Who remembers Sir George Cayley, real 

inventor of the aeroplane, who built and flew practical 

gliders by 1850 and only lacked a viable engine? I love 

the idea of being steam-hauled through the air to Aus-

tralia but it was not to be and the Wright brothers got 

the credit, (though Richard Pearse of New Zealand beat 

them to powered flight by nine months but didn’t have a 

film camera to record it. What about a sequel, Ann?) 

And Tommy Flowers, who trumped Alan Turing at 

Bletchley Park by designing Colossus, the first digital 

computer. Again, the Americans got there first: Colossus 

was still secret when they claimed they’d invented it.  

And so many more victims of fate and irony.  A fasci-

nating book for reading whole and dipping into.’ 
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STICKY FICTION — by Sara BanerjI 

At the last Society of Author’s and Writers In Oxford 

event at Balliol College I was asked what I was 

writing at the moment. I told her, ‘Nothing because I 

was making jam. 

   ‘Well, that’s creative too,’ she said after a small 

panicky pause. 

    The crab apple tree stands in someone else’s 

garden. Every year I knock at the door and ask if I 

may take the fruit. I will give you jelly in exchange, I 

say. Every year there is someone different living 

there.  I pick up the little rosy apples off the road. 

They are bruised, battered, trodden, mucky. It 

doesn’t matter. The jelly will come out lucent, 

pristine and rosy golden all the same. It’s like taking 

a life of muddled experiences, putting them 

between book covers, transformed into a neat plot 

with a happy ending. 

     About forty years ago I planned my outfit for 

accepting the Booker prize when the final publisher 

returned, without comment, my first novel. 

‘Juggernaut’ hadn’t jelled and must be boiled again.  

Just one more boil and a bit more sugar. 

‘Juggernaut’ is still waiting for the treatment. 

     There is a 2001 jar of quince jelly in my store 

room. That was the year ‘Shining Hero’ was 

published by Harper Collins. There’s some plum jam 

from 1993. That’s the year of ‘Writing on Skin’ a 

novel which last year was chosen by Amazon USA 

for promotion in ‘The Amazon Big Deal.’ 

    My first published novel is called ‘Cobwebwalking’ 

and is the story of a disabled girl who believed she 

was magic and could walk on moon beams and 

cobwebs till her father married again and her 

stepmother made marmalade. Morgan made jam, 

and marked out the years with the dates on the jars. 

     My daughter said, ‘But Mum, you have copied 

Salman Rushdie.’ 

    ‘Of course I haven’t,’ I said. ‘There nothing about 

jam in Midnight’s Children.’ 

   ‘Chutneys,’ Sabita said. ‘He measures the years 

with jars of chutney.’ 

    I had just read the book, every word of it, but 

even after Sabita pointed it out, I had no recollection 

of any chutney years. That is the weird thing about 

plagiarism. You internalise the other author’s ideas 

so that they seem to be your own. 

   ‘Cobwebwalking’ has now been reissued by 

Bloomsbury, as well as five others of my novels. 

People say how sad that the old days of publishing 

are over, but all the same, it is only because of 

electronic publishing that my books are once more 

available to readers. 

    My mother was a novelist. Her first book, ‘The 

Mayfair Squatters’ was published at the end of 

world war two and was a best seller. She always 

maintained that your life was a failure if you hadn’t 

published a novel. That’s why I started writing them. 

  We were living in India. For ten years I wrote my 

books, manual typewriter, carbon paper, typex, all 

that, and sent them off to English publishers. One 

was very very nearly accepted by Faber and Faber. 

Hope kept me plugging on. 

  Still unpublished and stony-broke we came to live 

in England in 1970 with three school age children, I 

wrote another novel and another but still no 

publishers wanted to buy them. So I started making 

jam. People bought it. 
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STICKY FICTION  →  CONT’D FROM PAGE 4 

    One of the shocks of coming to live in England after 

India was seeing the ground strewn with apples. 

Blackberries rotting on the brambles. Crab apples 

being eaten by slugs. Damsons, bullers, quinces, fruit 

everywhere and everyone so rich that they can’t 

even be bothered to pick it up. In India every last 

berry would be gathered and used. 

    The jelly worked. The novels didn’t. I decided to 

give up being a novelist, and devote my life to making 

jam.  Instead of trying to sell them I would stick pages 

from my unpublished manuscripts on to the jars 

forcing people to avail themselves of my creative 

efforts. 

    Before I had time to set the plan in action 

‘Cobwebwalking’ was accepted by Victor Gollancz. 

The glorious Joanna Goldsworthy was my editor. 

    But I never gave up jam. Now I run a weekly writers 

workshop which I fuel with jam tarts. 

   The workshop covers all aspects of fiction writing, 

also traditional and electronic publishing and  the 

marvellous new ways of marketing books. 

   But sometimes I suspect there are people there 

who only come for the jam tarts! 

    The Writers Workshop takes place on Tuesdays, at 

The Slug and Lettuce, Oxford Castle. It runs from 11. 

am. to 1 pm and costs £10 a session. If you are 

interested in joining us contact me:  

sara.banerji@ntlwortld.com 

    My 10th novel, ‘Tikkipala’, has just been accepted 

by Bloomsbury Publishers and will be out soon, so I 

won’t need to wrap its pages round jam jars. 

The OXFORD WRITER ... 

is published by Writers In Oxford    

www.writersinoxford.org   

Editor: Marcus Ferrar 

marcus@ferrar.org.uk   

Email Marcus with your news. 

Suggest a subject. Propose an 

article.  All ideas welcome! 

Any views in this newsletter are 

those of the authors, not of  

Writers in Oxford. 

Mary Cavanagh – Who Was Angela Zendalic? A 

portrayal of racism and sexual restraints set in 

Oxford, in Jericho and the world of University 

academia. “A thumping good read: three interwoven 

and beautifully written love stories that evoke 

passion, secrets, moral dilemmas and personal 

tragedy” – Abingdon Library Readers Group 

Dennis Hamley – Sixteen Bricks Down and The Team 

with the Ghost Player, young adult books, published 

by Ransom Publishing, in print and ebook. Also … 

Ellen’s People, 2006 novel for Walker Books, reissued 

on centenary of WWI, Divided Loyalties, 2008 novel 

reissued on 75th anniversary of start of WWII.  

Also by Dennis Hamley – Spirit of the Place, 100-copy 

limited hardback edition, signed and numbered, 

under Blank Page Press imprint December 2014 (first 

published 1995). “It’s a marvellous story, put 

together with great ingenuity. Dennis Hamley seems 

to have got right inside the4 eighteenth century … 

heroic couplets and all.” – Philip Pullman  

Jean Buchanan – Mr Dodge, Mr Hitchcock & The 

French Riviera. The story behind To Catch a Thief. 

Kindle Single.  

 

NEW BOOKS BY WIO AUTHORS 
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A LONDON TAXI DRIVER AT BALLIOL 

One wouldn’t normally expect to meet a 

London taxi driver within the hallowed 

precincts of Balliol College, Oxford. But 

Mark Solomon was there last October 16 – 

as a writer.  

He was attending the annual party 

organised there by Writers in Oxford and 

the Society of Authors. Mark’s a member of 

the latter, but did he have a connection 

with Oxford, I asked? 

“Yes, absolutely, I often pick up people at 

the Oxford & Cambridge Club in Pall Mall,” 

he replied without flinching. 

His credentials thus established, Mark has 

agreed to share with The Oxford Writer 

some of the pearls from his book, Black Cab 

Wisdom: Knowledge from the Back Seat, 

published by Summersdale Publishers Ltd 

of Chichester.   

To rest is to rust – Frostie 

My life is my career, my job is my job – 

Faith, wife, mother, friend  and contract 

manager 

Always try to get to the top of the ladder, 

just make sure the ladder is leaning against 

the right wall – Sapna and Gurj 

Make every decision as if you know it to be 

right – David, company director 

The road to success is filled with many 

tempting parking spaces – Mark Jones, CEO 

Success does not make you happy, but 

happiness makes you successful – Anita, 

doctor 

Knowledge is knowing that a tomato is a 

fruit, wisdom is knowing not to put it in a 

fruit salad – Eunice M., Student 

Some people swell with responsibility and 

others grow – Leslie, air hostess  

Breathe slowly, think fast, see clearly, then 

react – Peter, barrister 

Look after your body. It’s the only place 

you’ve got to live – Kelly  

If you think the universe is unfair, stop and 

think, compared to what? – Will, 37, writer 

The entire world is crazy except for me and 

thee, and sometimes I worry about thee – 

Bee, USA 

History is the migrant parent of the modern 

world – Malinda    

INSIDE STORY HEADLINE 
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WIO MAKE MERRY 

 

Writers in Oxford celebrated their Christmas Lunch this December for the first time at 

Fisher’s restaurant in St. Clement’s (above).  3 tasters, xxx glasses, xxxxxxx bottles of wine. 

Writers in Oxford at a wine-tasting at the Majestic in Summertown, 15 October (below). 

 

 
Writers in Oxford is on Facebook. Go to the 

Facebook Home page, put Writers in Oxford 

at the top, and follow instructions to join the 

Group. Share your work, your achievements, 

news and comments with other writers in 

the Oxford area.   
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A STORY MUSEUM IN OXFORD 

A museum? For stories? Well, this is home 
to some of the world’s most famous 
children’s story-tellers – J.R.R. Tolkien, Lewis 
Carroll, C.S. Lewis and Philip Pullman, for 
example – and it’s Oxford, so why not a 
museum?  

Pass through the doors of 24 Pembroke 
Street, and you enter a world of unlimited 
fantasy. If you wish to enter Narnia to find 
the White Witch, there’s a wardrobe for you 
to walk through. Badger, Long John Silver, 
Alice in Wonderland, children can meet 
them all there.  

“In any other town, there would be huge 
monuments to the city’s world-class story-
tellers. This heritage is something to be 
proud of,” says Neill Cameron, the Museum’s 
artist in residence. “In a Museum, we can’t 
put stories in glass cases, so it is all 
conceptual, playful and celebratory.” 

As artist in residence, Neill helps design 
exhibitions in the Museum “and I draw all 
over the place.”  

 

 

 

 NEW MEMBERS 
   Bill Dring 

  Emma Barrett 

  Deborah Burrows 

  Catherine Lloyd 

  Dawn Field 

  Kate Venables 

  Kevin Ireland 

  Jaqueline Mitchell 

  Bobbie Neate 

  Jane Rogers 

  John Batchelor 

  Penny Gray 

The Museum celebrates story-telling in 
every possible form – reading, creative 
writing, poetry, printing, song, crafts and 
film.  

Open until 22 February is the 26 
Characters Exhibition. Famous story-tellers 
have transformed themselves into their 
favourite fictional characters, dressing up 
to look like them.  

As some sections of the Museum are 
unheated – children are asked on a cold 
day to “dress for Narnia!” - Marcus Ferrar 

Korky Paul—Winnie the Witch, 25 January, 

at the Story Museum 


